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With over ten years of experience in data retention and encryption design using 
a proprietary homomorphic algorithm called “DK Cloud”, Datakrypto develops 
and sells data protection software products and solutions.

Datakrypto has its offices in USA and Italy. Its team of experts mainly located  
between the United States and Italy, has 20 engineers with high-level skills on 
Database, Encryption, Big Data, Cloud Computing.

Its flagship product DK Cloud is entirely dedicated to “by design” data 
encryption with the aim of protecting any type of customer information, without 
compromising on performance.

The cloud encryption
company

Protection by design



At DataKrypto it is believed that it doesn’t matter which country our customers 
are based in, the important thing is that they need to renew their approach to the 
security awareness and handling sensitive corporate data.

With the offices located in US and Italy,  DataKrypto is able to support its 
customers 24 hours a day, wherever they are around the world.

Support everywhere

Rome, Italy Burlingame, California

An international
Company with strong
Italian roots



The most effective way for what is usually defined as Open Innovation, can be 
intend as the application of ideas and technologies, external to the own business 
environment.

Making sure that your innovative ideas are used by third parties in the most 
different fields of applications is our mission. With our innovative “encryption 
in process” algorithm, we have the ambition to redesign a new level in data 
encryption concept.

Inspiring innovation
Our value is part of your business



Performance you’ll want
More efficient than ever

DataKrypto operates internationally in the design, development and sale of 
software products for data protection with the use of homomorphic encryption 

algorithms.

Our products, your security

DK
Image



DK Cloud
The safest place for all your data

The DataKrypto Cloud (DK Cloud) system encrypts data in such a manner that 
makes it possible for applications to perform searches and operations without 
a decryption key. Our proprietary algorithm enables fast encryption, searches 
on encrypted data, searches on full and partial strings, and allows for math 
operations.It is highly scalable and efficient. DK Cloud exists as SDK or as 
ODBC/JDBC driver.

DK



DK Image
Get more out of your security system

Protect your personal images and those related to your work, such as 
diagrams, medical imagery and industrial projects. The “Quantum Proof” 
technology, DK Image, can store all your images in the cloud, protecting 
your proprietary images from unauthorized access while resisting resizing 
and re-encoding.
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DK
Key

DK Key Manager
Secure your data query

To effectively utilize a data encryption system, you must securely manage the 
decryption keys. With DataKrypto Key (DK Key) you can manage all secret 
keys with a system resistant to cyber attacks.



Our mobile life, smartworking, lead us to use our mobile device for any 
daily operation and this is why it is necessary to protect it. With DK Mobile 
you can use your device in total safety, avoiding the risk of fraud for your 
communications, whether it is simple emails, text messages, voice calls or 
video calls.

DK Mobile
Protect your device

DK
Mobile



DK Mail
Go fast, go protected

The use of email is still the most common method of communicating between 
companies. It is also the means by which the greatest number of cyber threats 
occur. With DK Mail you can protect your email communications end-to-end. 
Keeping control of the email, verifying who read it, when it was read, and how 
many times, as well as the ability to revoke access to the email and/or the 
content at any time

DK
Mail



DataKrypto Identity allow with a simple mobile application to simplify login 
operation while increasing security and speed. Login in your application/web 
with a single photo of the screen, with this simple gesture, you login, while you 
also achieved dual factor authentication and biometric authentication and 
optionally also geofencing and login person image capture.

DK Identity
Protect your access



Use Cases
Protection for different environments

Telco Healthcare

The adoption of DK Cloud by our 
customers, has allowed them to simplify 
compliance with the GPDR and the 
consequent reduction of costs related to 
data protection legislation. 

For some hospitals in the United States, 
DK Cloud has been the most effective 
and safest way to comply with HIPAA, 
thus minimizing the risk of health data loss 
related to the patients. 



Automotive Retail

Automotive/Manufacturing DK Cloud 
has allowed third-party solution 
providers to manage the data of 
companies in the same industrie sector, 
which share the same “orchestration 
procurement platform”, without the risk 
that confidential data, ends up in the 
hands of one of their competitors. 

DK Cloud was used to protect data 
within the organization in order to avoid 
possible leaks or theft of sensitive 
data related to their customers such 
as: payment cards, financial data, tax 
benefits due to disabilities. 
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